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Italian style is showcased at its best when it combines the 
quality, design and flexibility of Colombini Casa with the unique 
vision every person has for their home. This is the foundation 
on which our collections have been created for over fifty years. 
Bringing you collections to furnish your entire home, from master 
bedrooms to kids’ and teen rooms, living areas to sofas, with 
extra finishing touches provided by accessories. Our total living 
concept is the key feature of the world of Colombini Casa. It has 
been consolidated and curated year after year and collection 
after collection. Our ultimate goal is to offer truly individual and 
highly customised concepts utilising a vast range of materials, 
finishes and colours. Meaning you always have your unique vision 
realised through our collections. We call this approach “Family 
Line”, bringing to life our coordinated, yet flexible furnishings for 
your entire home. Combining our quality products and the skills 
of our highly specialised instore interior designers, you can create 
the home of your dreams. It is wonderful to think that every day 
so many people worldwide call this home.

In times of great challenge, like the ones we have had to face 
in recent times, homes once again play a key part in our lives. 
Now more than ever, the home becomes the place to live in the 
present, while imagining our future needs and rethinking spaces 
with a fresh perspective. For Colombini Casa, this trend translates 
into products made in Italy, using local, sustainable materials. We 
use energy responsibly during production. Attention is paid to 
every detail, underpinning the quality of every piece. We want 
our furniture to be not only beautiful and well made, but also 
functional and adaptable to the new requirements of storage, 
organisation of space and working from home. It is with this 
spirit that we have created the new collections, which provide a 
tangible response to the current practical and stylistic needs of 
our customers. We are renovating the home as the place where 
true emotions are experienced, where we feel safe and where 
can still interact with everyday life.

Italian design,
designed for you
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MASTER BEDROOMS

Action sliding door wardrobe with customisable integrated handle. The Clever bedroom set can be produced 
in the range of melamine-faced finishes while the unusual groove handle can be customised in all the matt 
Lacquered colours.

The versatility of the FLEXO closet can solve any storage furnishing requirement in a simple and effective 
way. Drawer units with glass tops and fronts coordinated with the bedroom finishes rationalise the space and 
add aesthetic appeal.

The Fashion bedroom set in Eucalipto argento has a signature designer integrated handle with a Lacquered 
finish to match the finish of the structure and front panels.

Designed to fulfil all aesthetic and functional requirements and is showcased through sophisticated  
compositions. A new style, new elements and new colours and finishes for the bedroom which becomes 
central to the time that we finally dedicate to relaxation.
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CONTEMPORARY BEDROOMS

Corallo makes an elegant, stylish splash in the bedroom. An unusual shade that adds character and  
personality and goes well with all the finishes in the range.

Wardrobe with hinged door and Blade handle. Edge bed with Manny bed base. Master bedroom set on Alfa 
feet with Pul handles.

Free wardrobe with sliding door. Edge Plus bed with Nettuno bed base. The Over Plus bedroom has a shaped 
back panel that showcases three shelves on the side.

The CLICK space save structure of the bed fits perfectly with the INFINITY bookcase, concealing the double 
bed that can be pulled down whenever needed.
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CLASSIC BEDROOMS

A furnishing solution which plays entirely with shades of beige, combining the faux leather bed in Luxe  
Tortora with the Woody bedroom set in Canapa.

The Adagio upholstered bed, shown here in the Ecochic Nocciola fabric, is the central element of a bedroom 
featuring warm Magnolia shades.

The Beverly chest of drawers in this composition layout is enhanced by the Handy handle and the Gemini 
top unit.

Hinged wardrobes in Bucaneve with Opus handles in Cinder finish set the tone for the bedrooms set  
Contempo and amrchair Gae in Zante Cream fabric.
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FIXTURES AND FITTINGS

The corner closet, with compensation for the pillar and Concreta hinged door in Grigio acciaio, is combined 
with the wardrobe with a Sunrise door in Carbon grey and Ombra fumè glass, which creates a composition 
solution with extensive storage capacity and a statement feature in the night area.

The two wardrobes in Eucalipto with the Sunrise sliding door in Carbon grey and Ombra fumè glass set the 
scene for the Posh chest of drawers in the same finish, placed in the centre of a unique and elegant room.

A modular system which can be transformed into a bookcase/storage unit, study area orwardrobe, depending 
on your needs. Structure available in Alluminio colour. Maximum 30 kg load recommended for each pair of 
shelf supports.

A wardrobe that can be fitted with internal accessorise and customised to exploit all the storage space up to 
a height of 3m, with all the modularity of GOLF elements along its entire width. Drawers, shelves and rails 
can be positioned at the height most preferred.
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TEENAGER BEDROOMS

Mondrian wardrobe with sliding door. Rapsody upholstered bed, Link bedside unit on Sigma feet, Switch 
desk and Aries chair Infinity floor-standing bookcase with protruding door. Drop accessorised panel.

Wardrobe with hinged door and Blade handles.
Edge Plus bed with Nettuno bed base. Link bedside unit on Alfa feet. Banner desk and Runner chair.

Wardrobes with hinged door and Blade handle.
Twin upholstered bed Over bedside unit and tallboy on Sigma feet. Banner desk and Flea chair, Infinity 
floor-standing bookcase and Tixe storage cubes.

The WOODY door frame, combined with traditional GOLF doors, adds a personal touch to the INFINITY 
system. They can be recessed or overlap the bookcase compartment.
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KIDS BEDROOMS

Revolution bunk bed in Albicocca and Ciliegio Nordico and Banner bed with pull-out drawers Cemento  
artico and Ciligio Nordino hinged door wadrobe with Mask handle in Olivia finish.

Opened the lower bed is also pull-out for a better usability, while closed is a space-saving solution with the 
upper bed attached to the wall. The SPRINT bed has very practical storage containers both on the front as 
on the back.

FLEXO corner version in Canapa and Ciliegio nordico with double clothes rail in Grigio titanio finish, shoe 
racks and drawer unit with glass panel and frame. A smart solution for furnishing kids’ rooms with maximum 
customisation.

Functional, fun solutions with lots of visual appeal and a sophisticated design which will add a unique touch 
to any kid’s room. Titano bunk bed with drawers and Ben handle. Free wardrobe with sliding door.
Switch desk and Flea chair.
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Why select our furniture?

Discover 
our collections

OUR DESIGNS ARE BASED ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS, EVEN 
NON-STANDARD SIZES.

Thanks to the wide range of products and the variety of 
materials and finishes we can create the rooms you want 
to live in, aligned with your budget. Our interior designers 
are specialists who listen and understand what you need, 
providing a highly professional design and service. 

UNEARTH INNOVATIVE MATERIALS AND SOLUTIONS BASED 
ON RESEARCH.

Our ongoing investment in Research and Development allows 
you to choose from a wide range of options, constantly in 
step with the latest trends and technology.

YOU’LL ENJOY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE BEFORE, DURING 
AND AFTER YOUR PURCHASE.

Starting with the website and continuing through your journey 
in store, we believe our support before and after a sale reflects 
the high quality of our products. Delivery is guaranteed and 
assembly carried out by expert personnel.

WE HELP YOU TO STYLE YOUR ENTIRE HOME.

Not just your living room, we also add sophistication and 
style to your master bedroom, kids’ and teen rooms, and 
work space. Providing everything you need to fully enjoy your 
home, based on your unique style.
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100%
Italian 
design

Italian design is a global status symbol and the quest 
for beauty has always been a signature feature of 
Italian style, in addition to creative freedom and first-
class quality. Our collections are created with this 
innate style, guaranteeing a modular creativity that is 
always unique and cannot be replicated.

manufacture

Production
Structure.
Colombini Casa blends two aspects - highly industrialised processes coexist with purely  
artisanal manufacturing. Transparency, responsibility and a spirit ready for change  
means we respond to a market dominated by continuous evolution and challenges. As a 
family run business we continuously invest in the company.

Four production plants located throughout 
the territory over a total area of 250,000 
square metres with a lean and a strong  
just-in-time automated production. The largest  
of the factories occupies 120,000 square  
metres and is spread over five production  
floors, a real showcase of our top quality  
technological investment. We have developed 
an innovative vertical production flow where 
our machinery and technology connects and 
sorts products between floors. Innovation 
and organisation define a system where man 
and machine work in harmony. All the proces-
ses which transform raw materials through to  
finished products are combined with artisan 
upholstery using fabrics and leathers carefully 
selected and finished by hand to make sofas 
and armchairs for our different collections.

Headquarter Rovereta 1

Galazzano

Rovereta 2 - Rovereta 3
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To find your nearest retailer contact:

InHouse Inspired Room Design
T: +44 1434 400 070
E: info@inhouseltd.co.uk

Website:  www.inhouseltd.co.uk/retailer-search/

CONTACT DETAILS 
FOR YOUR RETAILER


